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As of 03/31/23 

FUND COMMENTARY   

Global equity markets posted mid-single-digit gains in the first quarter despite additional 

central bank tightening and the second-largest bank failure in U.S. history. Throughout 

the first two months of the quarter, investor focus gradually drifted from a more optimistic 

view on the path of inflation in January to concerns of further central bank tightening 

(February through early-March). Then, attention quickly pivoted to the banking sector in 

mid-March following the collapse of two U.S. banks as well as the rescue acquisition of a 

Swiss bank by a competitor. Central banks responded to the banking issues with 

emergency liquidity measures but continued raising rates later in the quarter. Meanwhile, 

U.S. interest rates had drifted higher by early March but then reset sharply lower following 

the banking turmoil – leaving the 2-year Treasury yield 0.40% lower for the quarter at 4.03% 

and the 10-year Treasury yield 0.41% lower for the quarter at 3.47%.  

The Global Tactical Asset Allocation Fund posted a total return of 3.51% for the quarter, 

compared with 5.57% for the Fund’s Asset Allocation Blend Index. The Fund 

underperformed in the first quarter as strategic positioning, tactical positioning and 

product fulfillment were all headwinds to performance.  

We made one change in asset allocation during the quarter. In January, we moderated 

our emerging market equities underweight as we recognized that negative sentiment 

around emerging markets had decreased somewhat with China’s ongoing recovery 

from restrictive Covid-19 policies. This change was funded by a reduction in high yield 

fixed income where we trimmed our largest tactical overweight somewhat following a 

period of good performance for the asset class. Also, this tactical change helped lower 

the Fund’s regional tilt towards the U.S. to reflect the incrementally more favorable 

growth outlook in Europe and China. The Fund currently has roughly neutral risk 

positioning in relation to its strategic benchmark with overweights in high yield fixed 

income, cash and natural resources, funded by underweights across investment grade 

fixed income and emerging market equities.   
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Performance as of 03/31/23 
 

Annualized Returns 
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Global 

Tactical 

Asset 

Allocation 

3.51% 3.51% -6.27% 8.72% 3.22% 4.48% 5.77% 0.70% 0.57% 

Asset 

Allocation 

Blend 

Index1 

5.57% 5.57% -6.14% 8.02% 4.81% 5.57% 6.43%   

 
*Inception Date- 07/01/93 

1Asset Allocation Blend Index consists of 60% MSCI All Country World Index and 40% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond 
Index. The MSCI All Country World Index is calculated net of foreign tax withholdings. MSCI All Country World Index is a free float-
adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed and emerging 
markets. Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index of prices of U.S. dollar-denominated investment grade 
fixed income securities with remaining maturities of one year and longer. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. 

Performance quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. 
Investment return and principal value will fluctuate so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth 
more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than that shown 
here. Performance data current to the most recent month end is available by calling 800-595-9111. 

The Gross and Net Expense Ratios are as of the most recent prospectus. The Net Expense Ratio includes 
contractual expense reimbursements that, if not extended, will end on July 31, 2023. 

Equity Risk: Equity securities (stocks) are more volatile and carry more risk than other forms of 
investments, including investments in high-grade fixed-income securities. The net asset value per share of 
this Fund will fluctuate as the value of the securities in the portfolio changes.  
Asset Allocation Risk: An asset allocation strategy does not guarantee any specific result or profit nor 
protect against a loss. 
Interest Rate Risk: Increase in prevailing interest rates will cause fixed-income securities, including 
convertible securities, held by the Fund to decline in value. 
International Risk: International investing involves increased risk and volatility. 
 

Not FDIC insured | May lose value | No bank guarantee 


